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Passageways through the Metaverse
is a comic about Aliza and her
father's crazy, cynical friend, Barney,
and their adventures in different
metaverses using a golden book that
has a troublesome sense of humor.
Sometimes the metaverse they visit is
an alternate universe, and sometimes
it's just a strange place in the
universe altogether.
Throughout their adventures, Barney
wants to get out of the adventure as
soon as possible because he's been
there and done that for over 8000
years, but Aliza wants to connect with
the people. Sometimes there's a lesson
to be learned, but not if Barney can
help it.
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Tax's Mansion.
Can
cause world
destruction as
well, huh?

I
knew
you would
eventually
come for
me.

Delphine
is no longer
safe.

You're right.

Ingress high school.
And we
need to make sure
that we know what
"Onomatopoeia" means
because it is a state
standard.

Yes,
can I help
you?

To
make you look
cool.

Outside class.
Barney,
why did you
go in looking like
a government
agent?

Barney, I
turn 18 today. I don't feel like
going on an adventure right now.
I was reading the book and it said
that today might be a bad day to
have an adventure.

Hmm. That does ring
a bell. Still, we have
more pressing matters.
Someone
killed tax.

what
"Pressing
matters"?
Metaverse zn3t-Delta.
He told
me to meet
him here.

Aliza!
Barney! Let's go
to my place.

And
there he
is.

Sounds
good. Just don't
pee on us.

Felix Eliu's Home.

Penelope...
Hey, Eliu...

Do
you know
who killed
tax?

Apparently.
And there's
more. something odd
is going on. Red mask
activity has increased since
tax's death. He's looking
for something.

No,
Aliza. But
most suspect
red mask or
one of his
elite squad
of black
masks.

He's alive?

What
do you think he's
looking for?
locals say he
searches for pieces
to the puzzle of the
golden book.

Well
speak of
the Devil, there
he is.

And
he's teleporting
his black masks
down.
finally. They return.
Take her.

Sir.
Someone is
opening a
portal near
us.

Who?

That
pirate!

Fall
back. Make
a passageway
to the next
piece.

who
was that
pirate?

The locals call
him "captain geepus."
he's a murderous
pirate...

...hellbent
on a Quest
for some
treasure.

Doesn't sound like
he's all bad if he
doesn't like red mask.
Except for the
"murderous" part.
I don't judge.
Why would he
be mad at red
mask?

Apparently, Red Mask
either has the treasure
Captain Geepus wants,
or Red Mask prevented
him from getting the
treasure. Either
way, They're
both bad news
and we should
chase them.

B-Fly,
my late girlfriend
Penelope's old gear
hookup, can provide
a starship.

What
do we chase
them in?

I think I need
to get a team
together for
this. Red Mask
has an army,
and Captain
Geepus may kill
all of us if
we're shorthanded.

Barney...

We
have me,
you, and Eliu!
Eliu's a
Killer.

Alright.
Fine. Invite
whoever you want
as long as it isn't
that annoying
f...

Man.
I'm so happy
to join you
guys!
{groan}

Hey, B-fly.
We need Penelope's
old ship.

Eliu!
My second
favorite cat.
How can I
help you?

Ahh. A small
but fast starship.
But it needs a
name now that
it's yours. What
will you call it?

I'll call her...

We
can pick
up Barbon
the mighty
to help
us.

...the Penelope!

What's
that you have,
Aliza?

It's
a teddy bear
that belonged
to my sister
from another
metaverse.

I
think it'll bring us
luck.

Metaverse pg6-alpha.

What's
going on out
there?

Those
black mask
elites...

...are
killing the
yetis!
We
have to stop
them!

Fall back.

oh no!

Why
did they fall
back? They had
us dead!

Something more
urgent?

Looks
like they're
heading in
the direction
towards
the king's
castle.

Then we
follow.

The
pirate is firing
on the kingdom!
I'm taking him
down.

Got
him! Now
Let's go
outside
and stop
him.

Captain
geepus looks
familiar.

caw!
Steve?

Steve!
How did you
get here?
I
teleport to
things now. No
time to explain.
Wait...

Hey, Barney.

What's That?
My
sister's teddy
bear.

oh?
caw!

Stop!
Why do you
attack my
kingdom?

Because
you're an
enabler.

Umm,
Steve?
wa-

Hi!

Hey!
oh!

I thought
the king's
son, Abel,
was supposed
to be
imprisoned.

I have
become more
powerful than
when you last
saw me. You
should have
killed me when
you had the
chance!

I
will end
you all.

Caw!

Later.

He
wasn't like
that before. He
was one of the
nicest people I
knew.

The
guy is crazy.
He's a murdering
pirate!
I know a lot
of nice people,
and none of
them ever
disintegrated
anyone.

Man, I hate this frog,
but I sort of agree.
We just need to keep
him locked up and
stop Red mask.

He's
like a son to you,
Barney.

Barney!

Not
mine if I
Run.

HEE HEE!

...That's
Messed up,
Man.

King Rebit!
Oh. uhh,
I mean...

Says
the guy
with 1000
tadpoles.

Look,
guys. We're
operating in the
dark and one step
behind Red Mask.
Let me talk to steve.
He may give us some
info into what's
going on.

Go
talk to him,
aliza.

Couldn't
hurt.

Hey, steve.
Or is it,
"Captain Geepus"?

{sigh}
hi, Aliza.

What's happening?
With what?
With
everything.

Tax was actually
selling out everyone as
as spy for red mask.
He lured you
to red city for
red mask using
penelope.

When red mask
realized he
couldn't get you,
he went for
ana instead...

...using tax's connections and
got to our metaverse and
took her.

No. but I found tax. you see, the
GPS Barney made with magic is
more powerful than a normal
GPS. I can track people or
objects with it if I see them.

Did
you find
ana?

But It can't track down metaverse
sensitive people like you or red
mask. So I tracked the diagram
since I saw the diagram
that red mask was holding
when he took ana away.

And
I'd do
anything
to find
Ana.
so that's how
you tracked him.

I didn't
until...

But how did you get
to him? He was in
a different metaverse
from you, and you
don't have metaverse
hopping powers.

...this.

The golden coin
Ana gave you...
Yes. This too was
actually more
powerful than I
thought. Combined
with this GPS unit,
the coin lets me
travel metaverses.
The coin has no
more power since
it transferred into
the GPs, but I keep
it for sentimental
value.

Plus, I look like a pirate
holding a gold coin,
so I became a pirate.

A pirate,
steve?
You used
to be so
innocent.
you're a
murdering
pirate now.

I am.
After losing
ana for the
second time,
I lost it, Aliza.
You know I'll
do anything
to get her
back.

Yes. and discovered
some of red masks' plan.

I don't know all the pieces
because tax burned the
diagram, but they obviously
include ana and delphine.

So
you tracked down
tax.

What's red mask planning. what
does he want with people like
me, ana, and delphine?
He's collecting
pieces to have
the power of
your golden book.

But there's still
one more piece.

Is it me?
No, he replaced
you with ana.

I don't know.
but it has something
to do with revenge.

Hmm...

Why does
red mask
want the
power of
the golden
book?
Revenge?
Revenge for what?

Space between Branes.

I don't know
but he really
hates you and
barney for
some reason.

Red Mask.

Roger was
reckless.
but with ana
the shaper
in our
control,
along with
delphine the
bender, we
are one piece
away from
having the
ability to
combine the
metaverses
without the
book barney
stole from us.

Oculus brown.
it's a wonder
how roger was
a friend of
yours at the
order's high
Table since you
and he are so
different.

You and the
order's quest
to combine
the metaverses
means nothing
to me. I only
want to destroy
Barney and Aliza's
Metaverse.
Combining the
pieces just
helps us both.

The heart
of gold.
Yes. I still
have not
figured out
who the
heart of
gold is.

We need
the final
piece.

Tax had burned his
copy of the diagram,
but I have a copy.

The book had
led them to
all the pieces.

I've been doing
research about this
diagram, and the
old man and his
dumb kid will bring
the third piece to us.

The penelope.
Are you
crazy?

King Rebit...

You're a
killer.

He's a
killer, and
you want
to free
him?
You kill cagemakers
and innocent crows,
and I'm the killer?

King rebit. we need
to save our friends.
I would do the same
for you if you were
captured. Steve has
the means to find
our friends.
The penelope's Brig.

Ugh!
Fine.
He's probably
cooler than
this old fart
anyway.

Steve...

We need your
help to get Ana
and Delphine.
Your GPS will help
us get to the right
metaverse to where
they are.

Track Chara's
teddy bear.

How?
I can't track
delphine, ana,
or red mask.
They're too
powerful.

Let's find our friends.

Asteroid base
of the order.

Swami barney
michaels. and
the lovely
aliza I've been
hearing so much
about. If Barney
hasn't told you,
I'm oculus
brown, a
member of
the high table
for the order.

I see that
quitting
your job as
janitor
hasn't
corrected
your manners.
8000 years
of avoiding
the inevitable
has now come
to an end.
No more
running.

What's up,
Lizard face?

We're not
here to run.
We're here
to stop
you, Oculus
brown.

And how do
you plan to
do that
against this
large army?

"Barrier!"

One
shot at a
time.

"Electric beam!"

I'll
just hide
here.

Oh!

You're
coming with
me.

Aliza,
they got king
rebit!

stop! Let nature be!
Nature did not
intend for there
to be multiple
metaverses where
different versions
of ourselves exist
only changed by
slight decisions.
there should only
be one metaverse.

That's
not for you to
decide.

What...Why?

The order was
created to establish
order. We will
maintain order.

I do not care about
the metaverses. I do
not care about some
ideals of a falseenlightened, nor the
quest of the
establishment. I only
care about the
destruction of barney
and aliza for what
they did to me.

How is it
possible
that I
could do
anything
to you?

Barney and your father
wronged me. With him
dead, your inheritance is
not only the golden book,
but his consequences.

Who are you?

On Red Mask's
ship, he starts
to put the pieces
together...

We have
to stop
red mask.
We cannot stop
another swami
barney michaels.
He isn't me. While there are multiple metaverses,
keymaster powers like Aliza and mine are
unique signatures. I don't know where he got
his powers from or the nature of them,
but they're not ours.
More mysteries, barney.
What problems did you
run away from to lead to
these consequences? You
left ana and her mom without facing consequences.

Now this.

That was to
keep her safe.

How's that working for her?

Guys...

He isn't me!

Look, Aliza. I wanted to get
revenge on red mask for murdering
penelope. but if red mask is
barney in another metaverse, then
isn't helping barney the wrong
thing to do?

It's you with
different
experiences.
That's still you.

aliza. I have a
life debt to
you, but not
to some
problem your
friend ran
away from.

Guys...

It's my problem if he's
going to destroy my
metaverse!

Look, I have never been
sorry about anything I've
done, and I'm not going
to start now.

This human
should be
responsible
for his own
mistakes.
Selfish
human--

Look.

I don't
care-typical--

You never
care about--

I know you're all upset. But we need to stop red
mask because he is about destroying happiness
and family. Whatever barney and my father did to
upset red mask, the reaction to it cannot be
justified. Not only will our friends be slaves
forever, billions will die. Red Mask may
have ruined our lives, but I will not sit idly
by and watch him destroy billions of others.

I have always
run and let the
metaverses be.
The metaverse
always finds a
way to balance
on its own.

It's time
to run, Aliza.
All my life I've cleaned
up the consequences of
others, but now I can
fight to create my own
consequence.

Penelope wouldn't want me to get
revenge, but she would definitely
want me to help aliza stop red
mask or die trying. So I'll do want
she wants me to do for a change.
I will
not run.

I will
not run.

I am being selfish.
Life debt or not,
Aliza always is
directed by her
kind heart.
I will not run
away from the
chance to be
on the side of
kindness.

Barney? Please?

{sigh}
8000 years was a long
"run." Guess it's time to
face a consequence.

Red Mask's Ship.

...And now has
new power.

Looking to
destroy Aliza's
earth...

Red Mask combines
the pieces...

Metaverse
AR9J-Delta.

...Red Mask
Teleports
to Aliza's
metaverse
and finds...

...Another ship
is already here.
Hey
buddy!

I...

15 minutes until
core detonation
beam activates.

...am going
to kill him.
The last time we
fought, we let
you live. You
will not survive
this time.

You won't
either.

"Electric beam!"

It's either
me...

Got ya!

...or your
friends.

Do you?

Choose.

As Captain Geepus chooses to
save his friends by blasting a
hole in the hull near himself,
the explosion hits himself
into space.

The hull breech also puts the
artificial atmosphere at risk.

Steve!

You will pay
for what you
did to me.

"cork the
bottle."

I'm sorry.

Wha...what?

This changes
nothing.
Man, I'm sorry. I
honestly don't know
what I did to you,
but I'm truly sorry. If
There's any way I can
make it up to you, just
tell me.
Barney!

You'll follow him
shortly and pay for
your father's sins.

What? How did
you survive that?

If you enacted this
plan a day earlier,
then you would have
won. but today is a
special day. today is
my birthday, and I am
eighteen now. And
I'm a little different.
I'm an adult now,
and adults don't play
around anymore.
No matter.
Your world
is done.

Core detonation
beam now firing.

Nothing
happened.

I don't
understand.

I had all
three parts.

Wait, doesn't
king rebit
have slaves?
Ana the shaper who
shapes minds. Delphine
the bender who can
bend metaverses. And
king rebit who is the
heart of gold from
his lifetime deeds
of kindness.
What?

Shh.
Do it.

Kill
me. Because
I won't stop until
I kill the both
of you.

I
don't do
that.

"Leech."
I feel the
metaverses
better now.
I'll send you
back to yours.
for what it's
worth, I'm
sorry my dad
and Barney
upset you.

Look
who I
found.

Eliu!

ana!

Barbon!
Delphine!

King
Rebit!

where's
Steve?

He
flew out into
space, ana, when he blew
up the side of the
ship.

That
pirate took my
ship!

Caw!

Hey!

Aliza's home.
So me
owning slaves saved
the metaverses,
huh?

There's everyone
in my house.

I don't think
I'm ready to be
eighteen.

I have something
for you from steve.

Are you
ready now?

Barney--

Let's go in.
end.
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